coast fabric
hand screened, woven & Sunbrella fabric

Bring the outside in

Bud

hand screened
linen/cotton
red and cinnamon

Are you drawn to Nature?

Spiral
hand-screened / acrylic ground
thunderbird blue and rose red

coast fabric
At coast, we bring a different sense of
design and aesthetics into people’s
daily lives. Color is our tool, and paired
with our large over-scaled organic
patterns, we bring abstracted and
simplified forms of nature into your living
and working environments. Cropped on
smaller areas, such as a pillow or seat

cushion, our patterns create a thread
of design continuity that becomes alive
with movement and aligned with life.
Designed, hand-screened and woven in
the United States, coast fabric creates a
contemplative environment, one that is
peaceful and calm, yet has energy.

Ease & Style

A Beautiful
Performance
coast Sunbrella
fabrics offer
enduring color
that stays strong
and vibrant, while
maintaining a soft
and inviting feel.
Accented with
rich solids, coast
Sunbrella fabrics
have a dramatic
effect that endures
the elements.

Spiral

woven Subrella fabric
grey, black and white

In harmony with you
and the environment

Sunbrella’s unique coloring process
avoids harmful effluents associated
with conventional dyeing processes,
and requires significantly less water
and energy consumption. Subrella
fabrics are extremely durable and long
lasting. When used as shading devices
(umbrellas, awnings, shade sails),
Sunbrella offers significant sun protection,
which can aid in the prevention of suninduced damage to the skin.

Sunbrella shade sails and awnings
can also help reduce building energy
consumption; shading windows and
building facades helps reduce peak
cooling loads and cooling energy
consumption in warm weather, and
especially in hot and dry climates.
For institutional and professional
applications, Sunbrella fabrics are
certified by the GREENGUARD Institute’s
Children and Schools standard, as they
contribute to healthy indoor air by being
a very low emitting interior product.

Modern with Classic

coast printed
fabrics are handscreened in New
England on 100%
natural ground in
cotton or linen/
cotton, as well
as acrylic ground
for outdoor
applications.
Perfect for window
treatment,
upholstery,
decorative
pillows, bedding,
tableware,
and any selfdirected creative
application. All
colors are lightfast
and fabrics are
scotch-guarded for
easy cleanup.

Bud

hand-screened
cotton sail cloth
monochromatic grey

Elegant & Indulgent

Overlay

hand-screened
linen/cotton
pink and grey

Natural & Alive

Bud

hand-screened
linen/cotton
east yellow and olive

When less is more

One dot,
two dots,
three dots,
four...
Use these simple
designs to make
your space
sophisticated and
unique.

Double dot

hand-screened
linen/cotton
cocoa and natural

home
Crop a coast fabric pattern and make
your environment an exceptional place.
This abstract evokes a classic modern feel
– a welcome that will always perk you up.

outside
Sunbrella is designed to hold up in all
weather – from the sun and snow of the
Rockies to the salt and winds of Maine.
The weather, dog, and kid proof fabric
can be used indoors too. For the Young At
Heart….

hospitality
Stand out from the crowd. Our fabrics
offer high quality, lasting designs that
invite and inspire guests to feel upscale
and relaxed. Let them sink into a coast

fabric pillow, lounge on a distinctively
covered daybed, beach or poolside
chaise. Affirm your style and wow your
customers.

business
Make your work space inviting and
creative. Workplace design can
be a powerful tool for supporting
creative action and collaboration
amongst your team. Using strategic
colors and patterns, coast fabric can

transform office space and furniture
into a stimulating work and meeting
environment. Give your employees
a breath of fresh air and unlock the
creativity of your team.

woven
coast offers Sunbrella woven fabric.
This high-end indoor and outdoor
fabric is durable, fade resistant, can
be cleaned with bleach, and offers
superior water resistance.

vs. printed

Woven goods are also offered in baby
Alpaca/linen and linen/cotton. These
luxurious weaves boast comfort while
offering a unique and energetic feel to
your indoor and outdoor environment.
All woven goods are available in Spiral,
Blossom and Double Dot.

Printed fabrics are vat-dyed and handscreened in New England on gorgeous,
high quality fabrics, available in linen/
cotton, sail cloth, and two-ply cotton.
Patterns are also offered on acrylic
ground for covered porch or sunroom
furniture. All colors are lightfast and
fabrics are scotch-guarded for easy
cleanup.

coast collection

Blossom: Color

Double Dot: Playful

Spiral: Nature’s Icon

Overlay: Integration

Coin: Wealth

Bud: Strength

how to order
coast printed fabrics are 54” wide and
hand-screened in the USA on linen/
cotton, sail cloth, two-ply cotton and
acrylic ground. Fabrics are scotchguarded for easy cleanup and the
colors are lightfast.
coast Sunbrella and woven fabrics are
54” wide and are also made in the
USA. Sunbrella fabrics offer the perfect
blend of stylish high-quality fabric and
complete protection against life’s
wonders: rain and sun, children’s spills,
and muddy four-legged friends.

A minimum of 25 yards for printed fabrics
and 30 yards for woven fabrics are
required for each order. Visit our website
at www.coastfabric.com for color way
options. Custom color is also available.
Custom color yardage requires a strikeoff
sample (2.5 yds) at $150 before print run.
Contact info@coastfabric.com for
inquiries.

Limited five-year warranty. Sunbrella fabrics’ warranty protects against the fabric
becoming unserviceable due to color or strength loss from normal useage and
exposure conditions, including sunlight, mildew and atmospheric chemicals. When
your Sunbrella fabric needs to be replaced, Sunbrella offers a recycling service for
customers through the Recycle My Sunbrella Program.

about us
Gretchen Langner completed her BA in Fine Art and Masters of Art
in Painting. Her work can be found in public and private collections
including the Portland Museum of Art and the Farnsworth Museum in
Rockland, Maine. Gretchen turned to designing fabric as an extension
of her creative work. She is also a Feldenkrais® Practitioner and a
trainer of Movement Intelligence programs. Her woven paths of
creativity and movement style are exemplified in her fabric design and
teaching.

Rois Langner has a BA in Physics and a Masters of Science in
Engineering. She works at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
in Golden, Colorado, helping small, medium and large commercial
building owners reduce energy consumption and optimize their
building design to have minimum effect on the environment. The
daughter of an engineer and an artist – she likes to use both sides of
her brain to bring style and class into her life and to develop creative
solutions to fun puzzles. In her free time, she likes to adventure in the
mountains on her mountain bike, skis, or by foot on trails.

Stephanie Engel completed her BA in Latin American Studies at
Columbia University. She went on to get a Masters of Science and
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine and currently practices veterinary
neurology at Colorado State University. During her free time,
Stephanie explores the exhilarating playground of the Rockies. She
loves the idea of bringing nature, colors and art together into the
home.

Stephanie, Rois and Gretchen decided to bring their creative,
scientific, colorful minds together to share coast fabric with the
world.

coast fabric
info@coastfabric.com
www.coastfabric.com

